Accessing expertise

The fintech entrepreneur doubling as
Arnold Schwarzenegger’s sidekick
Gemma Godfrey, founder of Moola, talks about appearing on The Celebrity
Apprentice US and why finance is dominated by men
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How did your business Moola [an online money management
service] start?
I’m sure it’s the same for everyone in financial services: you’re often approached by
friends asking you what they should do with their money [Godfrey has worked in
financial management since 1997]. For me this was magnified because I was being
asked the same question on television while appearing as a money and consumer
expert [Godfrey’s credits include the BBC, ITV and Sky News].
There is a savings crisis in the UK. Millions [according to Deloitte research the
number is 5.5 million] have a bit of money to invest but no access to financial
advice.
People are making more financial transactions online and I felt this change in
behaviour was not being catered for. Meanwhile, finance has been shrouded in
jargon and complexity, which has alienated people.
With Moola, which was launched at the end of 2016, I wanted to offer something
different. The advice is jargon-free and it provides a stripped down service to small
investors. For financial advisers it takes away the regulatory and administrative
burden of looking after smaller clients, making it more cost-effective.
So far, we have a few thousand people signed up and we have been working with
venture capital and private equity firm Octopus Investments and their network of
independent financial advisers and customers for the last couple of months.

How does Moola make money?
It gives users access to online investment services for a fee [the lowest amount that
can be invested is £200]. We keep the price down by offering a simplified service
and automating wherever possible.
The fee is a small slice of what’s invested. It covers the cost of safeguarding the
money, background checks, guiding towards investment options, putting the money
to work and monitoring it from then on.

Where would you like to take it?
The vision is to change the landscape of finance, making it inclusive and accessible,
so that everyone can grow their money, regardless of how much money they have
or how much they understand about investing.

It could help people who feel left behind financially, such as those who made their
feelings known in the Brexit vote.

You recently appeared as an adviser to Arnold Schwarzenegger on
The Celebrity Apprentice in the US – how did that opportunity come
about?
It took seven years of blood, sweat and tears. I started from scratch in the media,
dedicating time to build a network of contacts and develop the on-camera skills
needed.
Of course, I also had to build a track record in business, from firms running $10bn
[£8bn] of people’s money [Brooks Macdonald], to my own startup.
As one of few official contributors for CNBC outside of the US, I’d already been
broadcasted to millions of American viewers on a regular basis. Also, the network
that runs The Apprentice is NBC, the owner of CNBC, and therefore I was “in the
family”.
For this new season, with Arnold Schwarzenegger as the new boss, there was even
more of a focus on entertainment. And the show had moved to California from New
York [and Trump Towers], so my running a financial technology startup was a perfect
fit [with California’s reputation for successful technology startups].
As the boardroom adviser, my role was to assess all contestants during the tasks
and then report back to Arnold on their performances and suggest who he should
fire and save. In the celebrity version, the contestants battled it out for their chosen
charities.

What was it like?
It was fun, surreal and absolutely fascinating to see behind the scenes. It was
inspiring to be around such powerful and prominent personalities. With each task
kept to a time limit, it meant shooting the show was full-on. It was also hard work
offering real, tangible business insights while being entertaining. But I loved every
second of it.

What was it like to do business in front of a camera crew?
The biggest difference between TV and real life is the time restrictions. It’s unlikely
you’d have to launch a new brand or close a deal within the 24-hour period in which
an Apprentice task is shot. But the skills you need to succeed are the same, and so
are the challenges. It’s just like learning about business on fast forward.

While you were over there, did you get a sense of the buzz around
the election? What were people’s views of Donald Trump?
Like with Brexit over here, the rise of someone outside of politics showed how split
the country is in terms of the millions of people who feel disenfranchised and left
behind.

Why do you think finance is dominated by men?
It’s a self-perpetuating scenario where the lack of women has put off more women
from rising through the ranks. But a successful business needs a balance of skills.
Diversity of age, gender and background is required to represent customer needs,
challenge the business strategy and deliver tailored solutions.
The way to solve the problem is to initiate a virtuous circle of [diverse] role models
and mentors showing how it can be done and shifting the balance.

Is there anything you would do differently if you started again?
Nope. I’ve made mistakes but they made me tougher. You probably learn more from
a misstep than by getting something right first time.

What is your proudest moment?
Advising the legendary Arnold Schwarzenegger and being in the company of titans
such as Warren Buffett, Jessica Alba, Tyra Banks and Steve Ballmer on The
Celebrity Apprentice is a contender.
Starting Moola with a talented team, backed by industry leaders and authorised by
our regulator is another. They’re only beaten by marrying my soulmate, having the
most amazing son and a daughter on the way.

What advice would you give to other aspiring entrepreneurs?
Solve a problem rather than sell a product, validate the need before you build, find a
great team.
Sign up to become a member of the Guardian Small Business Network here for
more advice, insight and best practice direct to your inbox.

